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IT’S HOW MUCH?
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Why Watches Are Expensive
and Why They Are Worth Every
Penny?
At the Only Watch auction in
September of this year in Monaco,
Patek Philippe had a one-of-a-kind
titanium timepiece sell for $3,985,067!
The Franck Muller Aeternitas Mega
4 costs $2,866,700. The JaegerLeCoultre Gyro Tourbillon Hybris
Mechanical Grand Sonnerie retails
for 1.15 million Euros (almost $1.6
million). The Christophe Claret
Soprano in white gold costs $523,500.
The Chopard L.U.C All in One sells for
$421,800.
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Amazingly, none of these timepieces
have even a single diamond or
precious stone on them. What makes
these watches and others worth this
kind of money?
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Savoir Faire
The knowhow that goes into these
incredible watches is impressive
– computer-aided design, CNCcontrolled production, expert
watchmaking, detailed finishing
and decoration, to name just some
of the processes. The cost of these
highly skilled workers is hefty,
as is the raw materials needed to
produce the watch. Most of these
very complicated watches are made
in gold or platinum or even rarer
metals.
These watches can’t be manufactured
on an assembly line or assembled by
sophisticated robots. No, they have
to be worked on by hand for many of
the steps of manufacturing, then the
watch is assembled and regulated
by a master watchmaker – often one
watchmaker from start to finish.
This personal touch comes at a cost
much higher than that of massproduced watches.
Most brand presidents I have talked
 
   
in these special timepieces. Due to
the tremendous amount of artisanal
and skilled detail work involved, the
companies aren’t realizing much
profit. But they are creating these
special, highly complicated watches
for a reason: because they can to prove they are capable, to do
something different, to keep their
watchmakers energized and to get
people’s attention.
Patek Philippe will only make a
limited number of its Sky Moon
Tourbillon (ref. 6002, 1.2 million
Swiss francs), the most complicated
watch it currently makes, combining
a perpetual calendar with a
retrograde date display, a minute
repeater, a tourbillon, the display
of sidereal time and a depiction of
the night sky with the motion of
the stars, the angular progression
of the moon, and the moon phases
with the métiers d’art of enamel
and engraving. The awareness that
the brand makes these watches
certainly fuels the purchase of its
regular collection watches (which
are limited production anyway).
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Complications
A complication is anything more than
the time (hours, minutes, seconds).
They are called complications because
everything added to a watch means
it is more complicated to make –
even a date or a moon phase requires
a number of parts that have to be
integrated into the movement and they
have to work seamlessly with the time
display and the power reserve.
When you get into the really
complicated watches - like perpetual
calendars (which will keep the
calendar accurate for more than a
hundred years, while factoring in the
different lengths of months and the
leap years), minute repeaters (which
chime out the time on demand) and
tourbillons, or the super complicated
Grand Complications, which are a
combination of high complications the complexity is mind blowing. Only
the best of the best are able to make
these watches, and buyers pay a
premium for them.

Some of the most complicated watches
can take up to a year for a master
watchmaker to assemble, and that
doesn’t even account for the time it
takes to design and manufacture all
the parts. Often, a highly complicated
watch has more than 600 separate
parts, and some have over 1,000.
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Ultra High-End Finishing
These ultra-complicated watches are
also finished to a standard that is
unlike any other. Every single part,
screw and piece is polished, angled,
burnished and sometimes engraved,
even the pieces that will never be seen
by the customer. This involves highly

skilled technicians spending long
hours toiling at their benches, using
simple tools to do the most amazing
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Unique or Severely Limited
These very complex watches are
made in very limited series – the
best companies can only make a few
of them a year, so they are highly
     
 
the world, or even a bespoke, unique
timepiece, makes the watch very
special, indeed. It will, of course, be
incredibly valuable to you, and it may
be valuable on the resale market as
well, making it a good investment.
The most common reactions I get from
non-watch lovers when they hear what
the highest-end watches cost range
from “That’s insane!” to “Who would
pay that kind of money for a watch,
when I can get a simple quartz watch
at Kmart for $50?”
The truth is, you can make this
argument about anything a group of
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people are passionate about – cars,
motorcycles, boats, pens, and even
purses. They are missing the point,
because when people value excellence,
uniqueness and high quality, price is
very relative. People who love watches
are willing to spend more than what a
house costs for the privilege of owning
a special timepiece that combines
many different aspects of high
watchmaking.
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Some people put their money in
the stock market. Others invest
in real estate. For watch lovers, a
fine timepiece is one of the best
investments they will ever make.
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Breitling Emergency II
Flying has always been a dangerous activity, but
this year it just got a little bit safer. At BaselWorld
2013, Breitling launched its Emergency II -with this incredible timepiece, downed pilots
can call for help and then the watch will help
rescuers locate them. The Emergency II is the
second generation of this lifesaving device and
it works on two frequencies—121.5 MHz to call
for help, and 406 MHx to help the search team
locate the person in trouble. New features also
include a rechargeable battery and an integrated
antenna system. Breitling already has a catalog
of successful rescues and this version certainly
will increase those.
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LeBron James, Miami Heat basketball player
“My interest in watches goes back to when I was a kid,” says
LeBron James. “Of course I couldn’t afford an Audemars
Piguet watch at that time but I’ve always worn watches. It’s
          
t-shirt, I always want to put a nice looking watch.”
James recently launched his latest timepiece, the Audemars
Piguet Royal Oak Offshore Limited Edition LeBron James,
at an event in Miami Beach, USA. A 18K pink gold watch
with a titanium bezel, the limited edition (600 pieces) is
an interesting mixture of sophistication and boldness. The
dial is gray with a “Méga Tapisserie” pattern, with pink gold
applied numerals and pink gold hands. The sapphire crystal
exhibition back is engraved with the legend “Royal Oak
Offshore Limited Edition Lebron James,” and also features
number 6’s signature printed in blue.
“The mechanics of watchmaking have always interested
me,” says James. “My first visit to the Audemars Piguet
manufacture – seeing what it takes to create a watch and
bringing everything together – was incredible. I have never
imagined the number of stages and the amount of people
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involved in making a watch from
start to finish, from conception to
final product. It requires a lot of
technical skills and patience! For me,
as a professional basketball player, I
continue to strive to get better, year
after year. I feel as if that’s something
Audemars Piguet and I really have
in common. They’re always trying to
improve and innovate.
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“When they make a watch, they want
it to be something people love, just as
when I play the game of basketball, I
want someone watching to love how
I play the game,” he continues. “I’m
very pleased how my vision and that
of Audemars Piguet came together in
       
   
by constantly working to get better.
For me, it’s about always striving to be
a better person on and off the court.
No matter what level you achieve,
success means always working to get
to the next level.”
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